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Play the Sicilian Dragon
Eddie Dearing succeeds in imparting an
enormous amount of information in a most
lucid
manner
with
crystal-clear
explanations and infectious enthusiasm
throughout.
GM Paul Motwani, The
Scotsman The Dragon Variation is one of
the key battlegrounds of modern chess, and
a perennial favourite of ambitious
chess-players of all standards.
Black
develops his pieces so as to maximize the
strategic pluses granted him in the Open
Sicilian. If White is to expose a defect in
the Dragon, it must be by a direct attack,
and this leads to ferocious battles, with
White trying to checkmate the black king
via the h-file, while Black seeks to gain
counterplay down the c-file and on the long
diagonal. In the Dragon, many Sicilian
themes are seen in their clearest form, with
the ...Rxc3 exchange sacrifice particularly
important. Even Dragon endgames tend to
be very sharp, with Black often possessing
a swathe of mobile pawns in return for an
exchange, a piece, or even a whole rook.
In hazardous territory, a guide is essential,
and Edward Dearing has stepped up to
offer his services. He explains at length the
all-important general themes, and advises
on how to choose plans and methods,
drawing upon his many years of experience
and study of the Dragon. Dearing also
provides an up-to-date view of Dragon
theory, including many new ideas and
suggestions to help the reader tailor his
Dragon repertoire to suit his own
preferences. This book is clearly a labour
of love... John Pugh, Chess Post Edward
Dearing is an IM, and one of Scotlands top
players. He was equal first in the Smith and
Williamson Young Masters in 2002, and
has represented his country several times in
World and European junior championships.
He has a degree in law from Cambridge
University. This is his first chess book.
This is the new Dragon bible and because
of the analysis it will remain essential to
every Dragon player for years to come.
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Gambits emphasis has always been on
quality and depth, thus giving their books a
long shelf life. Play the Sicilian Dragon is a
great example of this, and also one of the
best opening books in recent years. IM
John Watson, The Week in Chess ...there
are numerous books and database sources
on the Sicilian Dragon to be found
everywhere. I would put Dearings book at
or near the very top of the list of
recommended sources on the Dragon.
Further, I would say any player above 1500
who wants to learn this opening will be
well-rewarded by this title. Lou Mercuri,
Chess Horizons He has maintained a good
balance between exhaustive analysis and
explanation of underlying themes, and
much of his material comes from the last
few years. Alan Sutton, En Passant ...a
very impressive debut by the Scottish
International Master. There has been a need
for a comprehensive and up-to-date guide
to the Dragon for some time and this book
goes far in fulfilling this ... Highly
Recommended
John Donaldson, USA
Team Captain

Learn The Sicilian Dragon! - Apr 13, 2017 As I said before, having played the dragon for many years I would
suggest Secrets of the Sicilian Dragon by Gufeld and Schiller. It talks about Good intro book to sicilian dragon? Chess Forums - Play the Sicilian Dragon [Edward J. Dearing] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Dragon
variation is one of the key battlegrounds of How to play the Sicilian Dragon For REAL - Chess Forums - Mar 4,
2011 - 29 min - Uploaded by thechesswebsiteThe Sicilian Dragon Variation is the most aggressive variation in the
Sicilian Defense. Black Why isnt the sicilian dragon more popular? - Chess Forums - The Sicilian Defence, and an
aggressive one at that. Its hairier than the regular Dragon: Black must be wary of White playing e5 and chasing away
the f6 Is the Sicilian Dragon too risky for Black? - Chess Forums - Jul 2, 2016 This used to be my favorite variation
of the open Sicilian as Black, but now If you enjoy the dragon just play it and stop reading books about it.
Understanding the Sicilian Dragon Online Chess Course - Feb 23, 2012 At some point I began playing the Sicilian
too. At first I was hesitant to play the Dragon Sicilian in its basic form because I did not like the best way to learn the
Sicilian dragon? - Chess Forums - The Dragon Variation is the most aggressive and sharpest line that black has in
Magnus Carlsens favorite lines and has had much success playing as black, Sicilian Defence, Dragon Variation - Jul
28, 2014 that serves as an introduction to the Sicilian Dragon. This course is quite special to me because I started
playing the Dragon at the tender age The Sicilian Dragon: A chess lesson written by Joe Leslie-Hurd Jan 6, 2014
Hello chess friends! I recently had encountered 3!? against the main line of the Sicilian Dragon and Im having
difficulties with it recently in Looking to play vs. Sicilian Dragon as White - Chess Forums The Dragon Variation
belongs to the Sicilian Defence family of variations. Black plays . Ive played the sicilian dragon for months now, and I
agree. One false Mastery of the Sicilian Dragon - Chess Forums - Editorial Reviews. About the Author. Edward
Dearing is an IM, and one of Scotlands top Play the Sicilian Dragon - Kindle edition by Edward Dearing. The
Accelerated Dragon (or Accelerated Fianchetto) is a chess opening variation of the Sicilian Maroczy Bind) is possible.
The Accelerated Dragon generally features a more positional style of play than many other variations of the Sicilian.
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Play the Sicilian Dragon: Edward J. Dearing: 9781904600176 Mar 4, 2012 I think I may pick up starting out: the
sicilian dragon, and base any and now playing the chinese doesnt make sense and black should play THE SICILIAN
DRAGON - Chess Forums - Buy Play the Sicilian Dragon by Edward Dearing (ISBN: 9781904600176) from
Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Play the Sicilian Dragon: : Edward Dearing 6 days ago 27 min - Uploaded by Remote Chess AcademyYou can also find the article here - https:///everything-about- the-sicilian
Is sicilian defence playable for beginners? - Chess Forums - Most players should be able to find the move in the
easier positions but even these contain important insights as to how the Sicilian Dragon should be played. How To Play
The Chinese Dragon - Mar 31, 2015 Im looking to sharpen my skills when Im White and having to play against the
Sicilian Dragon. If interested, please send me on Online Sicilian Dragon Variation - The Chess Website I play the
Dragon which is said to be the most theoretical of Sicilian variations one of the most theoretical openings in chess. Yet
the theory doesnt seem that Chess openings: Sicilian, Dragon Variation (B70) - There are sufficient other good
Sicilian variations around to be played which give better chances for Black than the Dragon, so why should I play it
then? Play a Chess openings - Sicilian Dragon - YouTube Dec 11, 2014 openings come and go. about time the dragon
dropped out of play i got so sick of beating it i started playing anti sicilian openings. csalami. Sicilian Defence, Dragon
Variation - Wikipedia The lively play, combined with the inherent soundness of the defense, is the In the closed
Sicilian Accelerated Dragon planning to move a pawn to a6 can be Play the Sicilian Dragon - Kindle edition by
Edward Dearing. Humor In chess, the Dragon Variation is one of the main lines of the Sicilian Defence and begins
with Bd7 as white can play Qxg4 due to the pin on the d7 bishop, or winning an exchange and pawn after 7Nc6 6 bxc6
9.Bxc6+ forking king How to play against 3 against Sicilian Dragon Main Line Dec 22, 2010 Ive played the sicilian
dragon setup for awhile now but dont know the theory or how to attack so I fall short when I play against titled players
or Sicilian Defense - Dragon Variation - YouTube Aug 6, 2008 In one respect The Sicilian Dragon and Kings Indian
Defenses with the Polugayevsky Variation of the Sicilian and would rather play that Sicilian Defence, Accelerated
Dragon - Wikipedia Jun 11, 2015 In the early 21st century, a new permutation of the evergreen Sicilian Dragon
appeared: rather than place the queens rook, obviously, on the
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